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Journalist Helene Cooper examines the violent past of her home country Liberia and the effects
of its 1980 military coup in this deeply personal memoir and finalist for the 2008 National Book
Critics Circle Award.Helene Cooper is “Congo,” a descendant of two Liberian dynasties—traced
back to the first ship of freemen that set sail from New York in 1820 to found Monrovia. Helene
grew up at Sugar Beach, a twenty-two-room mansion by the sea. Her childhood was filled with
servants, flashy cars, a villa in Spain, and a farmhouse up-country. It was also an African
childhood, filled with knock foot games and hot pepper soup, heartmen and neegee. When
Helene was eight, the Coopers took in a foster child—a common custom among the Liberian
elite. Eunice, a Bassa girl, suddenly became known as “Mrs. Cooper’s daughter.”For years the
Cooper daughters—Helene, her sister Marlene, and Eunice—blissfully enjoyed the trappings of
wealth and advantage. But Liberia was like an unwatched pot of water left boiling on the stove.
And on April 12, 1980, a group of soldiers staged a coup d'état, assassinating President William
Tolbert and executing his cabinet. The Coopers and the entire Congo class were now the
hunted, being imprisoned, shot, tortured, and raped. After a brutal daylight attack by a ragtag
crew of soldiers, Helene, Marlene, and their mother fled Sugar Beach, and then Liberia, for
America. They left Eunice behind.A world away, Helene tried to assimilate as an American
teenager. At the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill she found her passion in journalism,
eventually becoming a reporter for the Wall Street Journal and the New York Times. She
reported from every part of the globe—except Africa—as Liberia descended into war-torn, third-
world hell.In 2003, a near-death experience in Iraq convinced Helene that Liberia—and Eunice—
could wait no longer. At once a deeply personal memoir and an examination of a violent and
stratified country, The House at Sugar Beach tells of tragedy, forgiveness, and transcendence
with unflinching honesty and a survivor's gentle humor. And at its heart, it is a story of Helene
Cooper’s long voyage home.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. This stunning memoir by journalist Helene Cooper
relates her early years living at the Sugar Beach estate in Liberia until a coup détat drove her
mother, sister and her to America, where they attempted to fit in. The story is a sprawling, epic
tale of struggle and survival in the face of adversity, and Cooper relates it with a genuine and
emotional voice. As Coopers tale unfolds, her intimate reading draws listeners into the family as
their journey begins. Cooper may not read with a lot of frills and thrills in her somber voice, but
the experience is affecting and indelible. A Simon & Schuster hardcover (Reviews, Mar. 10).
(Sept.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"You must
read Cooper's wildly tender memoir. It's that rarest of things, a personal story that transcends the



people, the place, the world it is talking about and becomes a universal tale about the thousands
of segregations, small and large, subtle and obvious, that shred all of us. It is beautifully written,
utterly unself-conscious, and without a hint of self-pity. Cooper has an un-failing ear for language
and a poet's tender heart. A powerful, important book that will teach you not only something
about war and love, race and power, loss and hope, but also a great deal about yourself." --
Alexandra Fuller, author of Don't Let's Go to the Dogs Tonight: An African Childhood and The
Legend of Colton H. Bryant"Helene Cooper's memoir is a remarkable page-turner: gripping,
perceptive, sometimes hilarious, and always moving. Her keen eye, fierce honesty, and incisive
intelligence open a window on war-torn Liberia, America, and the stunning challenge of a life
that straddles these deeply intertwined societies." -- Jeffrey D. Sachs, special adviser to UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon and author of The End of Poverty"The tragedy of Liberia -- the
most American of all the African tragedies -- is brought painfully to life in Helene Cooper's
memoir. Her work is an antidote to statistics and headlines and the blur of Africa's sorrows, a
reminder that history and war proceed one family at a time, one person at a time. They are never
abstract, always personal." -- Arthur Phillips, author of Prague, The Egyptologist, and
Angelica"Rendered with aching nostalgia and wonderful language -- is a voyage of return,
through which the author seeks to recover the past and to find that missing sister, even as the
war deepens over the years to come. Elegant and eloquent, and full of news from places about
which we know too little." -- Kirkus (Starred review)"Among Cooper's aims in becoming a
journalist were to reveal the atrocities committed in her native country. With amazing
forthrightness, she has done so, delivering an eloquent, if painful, history of the African
migratory experience." -- Ms. Magazine"Masterly.... Nothing short of brilliant." -- The New York
Times Book Review"There is tenderness in this memoir, and Cooper is clear-eyed even as she
tells of her loss." -- The New Yorker"To understand what happened in Liberia is to understand
what has happened in much of Africa, and Cooper tells it not like a seasoned journalist -- which
is what she is -- but like a poet." -- Entertainment Weekly"Nearly three decades after fleeing
Liberia, Cooper offers an indelible view of her homeland and makes palpable the pain that she
felt when she lost it." -- PeopleAbout the AuthorHelene Cooper is the Pulitzer Prize–winning
Pentagon correspondent for The New York Times, having previously served as White House
Correspondent, diplomatic correspondent, and the assistant editorial page editor. Prior to
moving to the Times, Helene spent twelve years as a reporter and foreign correspondent at The
Wall Street Journal. She is the author of the bestselling memoir, The House at Sugar Beach, and
Madame President, a biography of Ellen Johnson Sirleaf. She was born in Monrovia, Liberia,
and lives in the Washington, DC area.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.1This is a story about rogues.Burglars are "rogues." The word burglar is not in the
Liberian-English vernacular. I occasionally used "thief," though only for two reasons: (1) to
impress whoever was listening that I knew proper English, and (2) to amplify "rogue," like when
yelling out "Rogue! Rogue! Thiefy! Thiefy!" to stop a fleeing rogue. But rogues and thieves were
very different animals. Rogues broke into your house while you were sleeping and made off with



the fine china. Thieves worked for the government and stole money from the public treasury.Our
house at Sugar Beach was plagued by rogues. From the time we moved into the twenty-two-
room behemoth my father had had built overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, they installed
themselves as part of daily life. It wasn't hard to figure out why: we were a continent away from
civilization at eleven miles outside of Monrovia, my mother was hell-bent on filling up the house
with ivory, easily portable if you're a rogue, and our watchman, Bolabo, believed that nights were
meant for sleeping, not guarding the house.Bolabo was an old man. His hair, which he kept cut
very short, was almost white. He had nine teeth, at alternating places on the top rim and bottom
rim of his mouth, so that when he talked you could see the holes, but when he smiled, which was
a lot, it looked like a perfect set. He didn't have a gun, he had a nightstick. He walked with a
bounce and always seemed cheerful, even when he was getting reamed out by my mother in the
mornings after the discovery that rogues had once more gotten into Sugar Beach and made off
with her ivory.The first time it happened -- within a week of our arrival at Sugar Beach -- I woke
up and stumbled out of my bedroom to the sound of my mother yelling at Bolabo outside. Jack
was leaning against the wall, enjoying the proceedings. He winked at me. Jack was technically
our houseboy, but none of us ever dared call him that because he grew up with Daddy."Rogues
came here last night," Jack reported.Mommee had hauled Bolabo to the kitchen porch for his
dressing down. She was in the doorway, her arms punctuating the air with her grievances. She
wore her usual early-morning attire: knit shorts that stopped just above her knees, a T-shirt, and
slippers. Her hair, originally piled on top of her head, had come undone as she paced angrily
back and forth on the kitchen porch, arms flailing. Before her stood Bolabo, his entire demeanor
one of remorse.Bolabo: "Aya Ma, na mind ya."Translation: Gosh! How awful! Never you mind,
Mrs. Cooper, please accept my apologies.Mommee: "You hopeless seacrab! I should sack
you!"Translation: Bluster. "Seacrab" and "damn" were as close as Mommee ever came to
cussing. History would show Mommee sacked Bolabo every month and always rehired him
when he came back and "held her foot."Bolabo: "I hold your foot, Ma."Translation: An
exclamation point that punctuates this heartfelt entreaty. When begging a Liberian's pardon, you
can't get much lower than telling them you hold their foot.This went on for about fifteen minutes,
until Mommee slammed the door in disgust. Bolabo was extra vigilant for the next few days,
making a big show of closing his bedroom door in the boys' house during the day so we would
know that he was getting his rest for the night ahead. Then, at around six p.m., he came outside
with his nightstick and strutted around the yard, inspecting the coconut trees that surrounded the
estate, presumably for signs of imminent attack. He peered down the water well near the fence,
as if rogues were treading water thirty feet down, waiting for the family to go to sleep before jet-
propelling themselves out like Superman.Bolabo settled into his chair by the laundry room, then
jumped up self-importantly when a car drove into the yard, as if the rogues might just drive up at
seven p.m. for supper. Invariably, he was asleep before my bedtime at eight p.m.I, on the other
hand, was not.Who could fall asleep way out in the bush like that? I went to bed at night wishing
we were back at our old house in Congo Town.Liberia is nowhere near the Congo River, but the



term Congo is endemic. We are called the Congo people -- my family and the rest of the
descendants of the freed American slaves who founded Liberia in 1822. It is a somewhat
derogatory term invented by the native Liberians back in the early nineteenth century, after
Britain abolished slave trade on the high seas. British patrols seized slave ships leaving the West
African coast for America and returned those captured to Liberia and Sierra Leone, whether they
came from there or not. Since many of the slave ships entered the Atlantic from the mouth of the
massive Congo River, the native Liberians, many of whom happily engaged in the slave trade
and didn't like this new business of freeing the slaves and dumping them in Liberia, called the
newcomers Congo People. Because the newly freed captives were released in Liberia at the
same time that the freed blacks arrived in Liberia from America, all newcomers became known
as Congo People. Monrovia is full of Congo this and Congo that. Congo Town, where our old
house was, is a suburb of Monrovia. It was filled with Congo People like us.We got the native
Liberians back by calling them Country People, far more derogatory, in our eyes.Daddy moved
us to Sugar Beach because he thought the old house in Congo Town was too small. It only had
three bedrooms, three bathrooms, a TV lounge, a living room, a den, an office, a kitchen, a
palaver hut outside, and a huge lawn, where I learned critical social skills from Tello, my favorite
cousin and role-model supreme."Jus' kick your foot de same time you jumping!" Tello, short for
Ethello, yelled at me one Sunday afternoon on the Congo Town lawn. It was a typically heavy,
soupy day, and my ponytail, drenched in sweat, glued itself to the back of my neck. Next door,
the Baptist church people, who spent hours in that church singing their holy ghost songs, had
quieted down -- it was time for their midafternoon snack of check-rice with crawfish gravy. The
sharp, intense smell of the fish gravy wafted to our yard from the back of the church, making my
stomach rumble with hunger.Tello was teaching me how to play knock-foot, a girls' game where
players hop on one foot and kick toward their opponents with the other foot. Knock-foot involved
intricate maneuvers that need rhythm and balance. The Country People had thought it up. Knock-
foot is sort of like rock, paper, scissors with feet. A good knock-foot session between two girls
who know what they're doing looks like dancing, with each girl bobbing, kicking, and clapping to
a precise beat.There were many variations of knock-foot; one, called Kor, required such
precision I knew I'd never be able to do it. All I wanted was to be able to do basic knock-foot.
Hop, hop, kick. Clap, hop, kick. Except the clap was on a half beat and the kick was on a half
beat.Beads of sweat collected on my forehead as I tried again. Hop, hop, kick. "Not like that!"
instructed Tello. She was four months older than me and very sure of matters of correctness.
"You kicking before you jumping!""Aye, I tryin," I whined.Hop, hop, kick. I raised my foot slightly
higher, and when I kicked, got her full in the knee, good and hard. She stomped the grass, then
turned around, and, with a sucking of her teeth -- that social skill I had mastered at last -- walked
back to the house. I chased after her.My escort into high society was mad at me. "Tello!" I said,
trailing her into the house. "Na mind."She forgave me when we entered the living room and we
automatically headed for the black leather couch to pretend to be our mothers."I say, it's too hard
to find good help these days," Tello said, crossing her legs as she sat on the couch with her doll



propped in her lap. "I told Gladys to make up the bed, and you know wha' she did? Cleaned the
cupboard instead!"I sighed, in what I hoped was a long-suffering way. "Ma people, I got' de same
problem m'self, I tell you," I replied, flicking some imaginary dust off my pants. "I asked Old Man
Charlie to cook palm butter and he cooked cassava leaf!"I loved the Congo Town house. It was
close to town and Tello visited all the time. There was always stuff to do and people to see, even
if it was just picking fights with the Baptist people next door.But Daddy said we were crowded
there. I shared a bedroom with my little sister, Marlene, and Marlene's nurse, Martha, a tall Kru
woman. There were way too many people in my bedroom at night. "Don't worry," Daddy said.
"When we build the house at Sugar Beach, you're going to have your own room."My own room!
Wouldn't that show the world how grown I was!"What color do you want it?" Mommee asked me
before we left Congo Town.I thought for days and days before finally deciding. "I wan ma room
be pink."And so, bought off with the false notion that I actually wanted my own room, I followed
my family to Sugar Beach and our grand new home.This was our house at Sugar Beach: a
futuristic, three-level verandahed 1970s-era behemoth with a mammoth glass dome on top,
visible as soon as you turned onto the dirt road junction a mile away. The house revealed itself
slowly, like a coquettish Parisian dancer from the 1920s. Emerging from the road's first major
pothole -- big enough to swallow a small European car -- your reward was a glimpse of the
house's sloping roof and glass dome, shining in the equatorial sun. Rounding the bend between
the dense bush of plum trees and vines, you next got a glimpse of the house's eastern
wraparound second-floor porches, painted creamy butter, with a roasted red pepper trim hand-
selected for tropical contrast. Driving by the two huts that formed the outermost edge of the
nearby Bassa village of Bubba Town, you then caught another tease: the sliding glass doors that
formed the perimeter of the second-floor living room.But nothing could prepare you for the final
disrobing as you crested the hill that opened up to the panoramic view of the house, back-lit by
the thunde...--This text refers to the audio_download edition.From Bookmarks MagazineIn her
warm, conversational tone, Helene Cooper vividly evokes the sights, sounds, and smells of
Liberia for readers as she describes the customs, history, and culture of her native land. Indeed,
she has a great deal of background information to convey to Western readers unfamiliar with the
country, but she folds this material masterfully into the narrative. An accomplished storyteller,
Cooper relates the arrogance and excesses of her family during her early years without losing
her readers’ sympathy, and she likewise depicts the joys of friendship and the horrors of war
without becoming melodramatic or maudlin. Like the best nonfiction—and journalism—Cooper’s
gripping coming-of-age story enlightens and inspires, often reading like a novel. In sum, it is a
very personal and honest memoir from a gifted writer.Copyright 2008 Bookmarks Publishing
LLC --This text refers to the audio_download edition.From BooklistThe family saga of the
Wittgensteins, whose most famous members were philosopher Ludwig and concert pianist Paul,
unfolds amid arch commentary from the author. Waugh, who chronicled the domestic affairs of
his clan, the relatives of novelist Evelyn Waugh, in Fathers and Sons (2007), organizes the strife
and tragedies of the Wittgensteins into a series of vignettes. He alights from one sibling to



another and brings them together at their ever-more-infrequent family gatherings,
which experienced falling attendance as suicides by several sons and the deaths of parents took
a toll. Immensely rich because of their father, an Austrian steel magnate, the Wittgenstein brood
by the 1920s quarreled over money and a farrago of interpersonal slights. Waugh’s pithy
depictions of their personalities and dramas asserts a train-wreck attraction on readers, who,
regardless of their interest in philosophy or music, will wonder who will blow up next. Layering
the Wittgensteins’ conflicts with the menace to its members posed by the Nazi takeover of
Austria in 1938, Waugh portrays the family with acuity, empathy, and style. --Gilbert Taylor --This
text refers to the audio_download edition.From The Washington PostReviewed by Wendy
KannOn Feb. 6, 1820, the American Colonization Society, an incongruous mix of mostly
Quakers and slaveholders, dispatched a ship from New York Harbor in a bold experiment to
repatriate 88 freeborn blacks to Africa's steamy west coast. When the vessel arrived at its
destination a few months later, its passengers, far from being welcomed, were regarded with
hostile suspicion by a native population still ruthlessly plying the slave trade. For two years, the
increasingly ragged immigrants trolled that shore, burying their brethren in one malarial swamp
after another until Elijah Johnson, a former U.S. soldier, finally stood on a tiny island that offered
neither shelter nor fresh water and refused to move. A country called Liberia was
founded.Helene Cooper, formerly with the Wall Street Journal and now diplomatic
correspondent for the New York Times, is Elijah Johnson's great-great-great-great-
granddaughter. The House at Sugar Beach is her dramatic memoir of Liberia in the years
preceding and after its savage revolution in 1980. Along with other descendants of freed black
colonists, Cooper's family formed an elite firmly in control of Liberia's wealth and government.
They were known as Congo people. The indigenous African tribes, which made up 95 percent of
the Liberian population, subsisted in poverty. They were called Country people.When Cooper
was 8, her father moved the family from the relative safety of Congo Town, a suburb of the
capital Monrovia, to a three-storied mansion 11 miles out of the city on an isolated stretch called
Sugar Beach. Their new house had five acres of lawn, central air conditioning and solid marble
floors. It also had a toy room, playroom, recreation room, bar, sunken lounge and music room
complete with a rock-faced wall and a baby grand piano overlooking the sea.At Sugar Beach,
Cooper was fearful of the deep African night. Buried under bedclothes in her new pink bedroom,
she whimpered until her exhausted parents finally summoned a Country girl to keep her
company, apparently standard practice in that society. Soon a bewildered, bowlegged 11-year-
old named Eunice Bull, skinny and stuttering, was obligingly delivered to the estate. She ran
away from her new foster home twice, but each time her destitute mother dragged her back. "In
Liberia in 1974, it was the chance of a lifetime to leave a poor Country family and move in with
the Coopers," the author tells us.The Coopers were very good to Eunice. Sort of. They educated
her, but not at their own daughters' expensive school; they provided her with fashionable
clothes, but didn't take her on the family vacations to Spain. When Liberia exploded in violence
in 1980, rebel solders gang-raped Cooper's mother in the house at Sugar Beach. They publicly



executed her uncle, a member of the Liberian cabinet. The Coopers, along with most Congos,
fled as Liberia spiraled into a maelstrom of unimaginable terror. They did not take Eunice with
them.Helene Cooper went on to become a renowned American journalist, peering into
practically every corner of the world but the land of her forefathers. It was only 23 years later,
after a narrow escape as an embedded reporter in Iraq -- "what a stupid place to die. What a
stupid war to die in," she found herself thinking -- that she had an epiphany and returned to
Liberia to reclaim her childhood and reunite with her "Country sister."The House at Sugar Beach
is the result: a brilliant spotlight on a land too long forgotten. Through Cooper, we breathe
Liberia's coal smoke and fish-tangy air; we taste its luscious palm butter on rice and hear the
charming patter of Liberian English. We trot to church, to the family plantation and to Grandma's
house. Cooper is tongue-in-cheek about Congo excesses but sometimes skimpy on context. I
had to look up the proportion of Congo to Country people, for example. Also, her often-
confessed tendency to fasten on minutiae ("papering over a seismic moment in my life by
focusing on the superficial," she calls it) works against narrative drive. As a white Zimbabwean, I
am painfully familiar with how we old colonials tend to turn away. Sometimes it seems the only
antidote to terror, wrenching loyalties and unspeakable guilt. Still, looking, really looking, might
have added a level of emotional impact that this memoir doesn't quite reach.Eunice, on the other
hand, seems to see with crystal clarity. When Cooper finally finds her in ruined Liberia, the
adopted sister damns their relationship with faint praise: "Y'all were a good Congo group," she
says. The throwaway observation had to have hurt. Cooper, I am certain, would join me in a
fervent hope that the cruel distinctions between "groups" in Africa will one day vanish. Then,
perhaps, our common humanity will be the only thing that counts.Copyright 2008, The
Washington Post. All Rights Reserved.--This text refers to the audio_download edition.From
AudioFileCooper's memoir includes elements of Liberian culture and history as well as details
on generations past of her "Congo" family, descended from two Liberian dynasties. Her
fourteenth birthday begins with the thrill of getting a diamond for a present and ends with
watching her uncle being executed during a coup. The sweetness of her early years at Sugar
Beach ends as the family flees to the U.S. In her new country Cooper's experiences a difficult
adjustment due to cultural ignorance of her native land and her longing for the foster sister she
had to leave behind. Cooper's reading is less agile than her writing���her narration is flat.
However, to her dialogue she provides accents and intonations that add verve to the production.
S.W. © AudioFile 2008, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.Read more
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Praise for Helene Cooper’sThe House at Sugar Beach 2008 National Book Critics Circle Awards
nominee forBest Autobiography New York Times Notable Book A Washington Post Best of 2008
Book Books for a Better Life Award finalist for Best First Book Borders Original Voice Pick and
finalist for theBorders 2008 Original Voices Award Barnes & Noble Discover Pick Starbucks
Book Pick“In her masterly memoir, Helene Cooper brings us back to the halcyon years when
Sugar Beach, her family’s home, embodied the elite privilege and disco-age chic to which
Liberia’s upper class aspired.… At its heart, The House at Sugar Beach is a coming-of-age story
told with unremitting honesty.… While Cooper’s memoir is mesmerizing in its portrayal of a
Liberia rarely witnessed, its description of the psychological devastation—and coping
mechanisms—brought on by profound loss is equally captivating.”—New York Times Book
Review“To understand what happened in Liberia is to understand what has happened in much
of Africa, and Cooper tells it not like a seasoned journalist—which is what she is—but like a
poet.”—Entertainment Weekly“[Cooper] sets sweet, funny stories about their coming-of-age
against the darker canvas of the Coopers’ divorce and a 1980 coup d’état during which their
mother makes a stunning sacrifice for her daughters. Nearly three decades after fleeing Liberia,
Cooper offers an indelible view of her homeland and makes palpable the pain that she felt when
she lost it.”—People“There is tenderness in this memoir, and Cooper is clear-eyed even as she
tells of her loss.”—The New Yorker“Beautifully written and deeply honest memoir… Helene
Cooper has written a personal story that is not only seamlessly juxtaposed with the tragedy of
recent Liberian history, but also with the universal themes of class, race and coming-of-age. The
House at Sugar Beach is unique in that it tells a story that is both deeply personal yet easily
relatable and the book’s greatest strengths are Ms. Cooper’s unwavering honesty, objectivity and
complete lack of self-pity. All of which help to make this memoir a riveting and emotional
triumph.”—The Washington Times“Cooper handles the context masterfully, folding it naturally
into the narrative. Her book is a remarkable, human account that brings her country to life—the
smells, the people, the lyrical way they use language. Seen through her eyes, Liberia is not just a
dangerous, far-off country, but a vibrant and fascinating place. And it’s a place that Cooper
comes to realize will always be her home—even as it is plundered by rogues.”—Minneapolis
Star-Tribune“A brilliant spotlight on a land too long forgotten. Through Cooper, we breathe
Liberia’s coal smoke and fish-tangy air; we taste its luscious palm butter on rice and hear the
charming patter of Liberian English. We trot to church, to the family plantation and to Grandma’s
house.”—The Washington Post“Cooper is a journalist by trade and a storyteller to boot.… An
engrossing dual portrait of family and country that allows us to feel both the pangs of Cooper’s
nostalgia and the ache of her regret.”—The Christian Science Monitor“A contemplative memoir
of a privileged life in a poor place… rendered with aching nostalgia and wonderful language.…
Elegant and eloquent, and full of news from places about which we know too little.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review)“A groundbreaking saga.… She weaves Liberian history and events in
the outside world so expertly it becomes part of the fabric of the narrative.… It is a fierce and
powerful emotional journey that echoes long after The House at Sugar Beach is over.”—Chicago



Tribune“Carefully researched and rich in detail, intelligent and strongly felt, this is a wonderful
book.”—St. Petersburg Times“Cooper’s memoir is eye-opening, not only for its exploration of
contemporary and historical Liberia, but also for the honesty with which she explores her own
struggles with race, class and citizenship. She writes without self-pity despite sometimes brutal
and terrifying circumstances.… One worth reading and remembering.”—The Concord
Monitor“Steel yourself and grab some tissues as you travel back to Liberia with Cooper to find
Eunice.”—Essence“Shimmering.… This book delves deeply and richly into Liberia’s unique
history.”—Liberian Journal“Race, class, love and war are all topics that Cooper lovingly and
confidently shares in her heart-wrenching, but inspiring tale. She pens her memoir with an
insider/outsider quality that many people who operate within two or more cultures can relate to.
… A page-turner.”—New York Amsterdam News“Shimmering, lyrical, conversational saga of her
life.”—The Providence Journal“[O]ne of the most positive but emotionally destabilizing and
unusual personal memoirs I have read in many years.… I loved this book.… It’s deep—and
everyone should read it.”—Steve Clemons, The Huffington Post“Helene Cooper’s memoir is a
remarkable page-turner: gripping, perceptive, sometimes hilarious and always moving. Her keen
eye, fierce honesty, and incisive intelligence open a window on war-torn Liberia, America, and
the stunning challenge of a life that straddles these deeply intertwined societies.”—Jeffrey D.
Sachs, Special Advisor to UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon and author of The End of
Poverty“You MUST read Cooper’s wildly tender memoir. It’s that rarest of things, a personal story
that transcends the people, the place, the world it is talking about and becomes a universal tale
about the thousands of segregations, small and large, subtle and obvious, that shred all of us.
Beautifully written, utterly unselfconscious and without a hint of self-pity, Cooper has an unfailing
ear for language and a poet’s tender heart. A powerful, important book that will not only teach
you something about war and love, race and power, loss and hope but also a great deal about
yourself.”—Alexandra Fuller, Author of Don’t Let’s Go to the Dogs Tonight: An African Childhood
and The Legend of Colton H. Bryant“The tragedy of Liberia—the most American of all the
African tragedies—is brought painfully to life in Helene Cooper’s memoirs. Her work is an
antidote to statistics and headlines and the blur of Africa’s sorrows, a reminder that history and
war proceed one family at a time, one person at a time. They are never abstract, always
personal.”—Arthur Phillips, Author of Prague, The Egyptologist, and AngelicaThank you for
downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our mailing list.
Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from Simon &
Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a subscriber? Provide
your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to read. You
will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.For my parents,John Lewis Cooper Jr. and
Calista Dennis Cooper,and the family they raised at Sugar Beach:Vicky, Janice, John Bull,
Marlene, and Eunice.Part One1Helene at Sugar BeachSUGAR BEACH, LIBERIA, 1973This is a
story about rogues.Burglars are “rogues.” The word burglar is not in the Liberian-English
vernacular. I occasionally used “thief,” though only for two reasons: (1) to impress whoever was



listening that I knew proper English, and (2) to amplify “rogue,” like when yelling out “Rogue!
Rogue! Thiefy! Thiefy!” to stop a fleeing rogue. But rogues and thieves were very different
animals. Rogues broke into your house while you were sleeping and made off with the fine china.
Thieves worked for the government and stole money from the public treasury.Our house at
Sugar Beach was plagued by rogues. From the time we moved into the twenty-two-room
behemoth my father had had built overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, they installed themselves as
part of daily life. It wasn’t hard to figure out why: we were a continent away from civilization at
eleven miles outside of Monrovia, my mother was hell-bent on filling up the house with ivory,
easily portable if you’re a rogue, and our watchman, Bolabo, believed that nights were meant for
sleeping, not guarding the house.Bolabo was an old man. His hair, which he kept cut very short,
was almost white. He had nine teeth, at alternating places on the top rim and bottom rim of his
mouth, so that when he talked you could see the holes, but when he smiled, which was a lot, it
looked like a perfect set. He didn’t have a gun, he had a nightstick. He walked with a bounce and
always seemed cheerful, even when he was getting reamed out by my mother in the mornings
after the discovery that rogues had once more gotten into Sugar Beach and made off with her
ivory.The first time it happened—within a week of our arrival at Sugar Beach—I woke up and
stumbled out of my bedroom to the sound of my mother yelling at Bolabo outside. Jack was
leaning against the wall, enjoying the proceedings. He winked at me. Jack was technically our
houseboy, but none of us ever dared call him that because he grew up with Daddy.“Rogues
came here last night,” Jack reported.Mommee had hauled Bolabo to the kitchen porch for his
dressing down. She was in the doorway, her arms punctuating the air with her grievances. She
wore her usual early-morning attire: knit shorts that stopped just above her knees, a T-shirt, and
slippers. Her hair, originally piled on top of her head, had come undone as she paced angrily
back and forth on the kitchen porch, arms flailing. Before her stood Bolabo, his entire demeanor
one of remorse.Bolabo: “Aya Ma, na mind ya.”Translation: Gosh! How awful! Never you mind,
Mrs. Cooper, please accept my apologies.Mommee: “You hopeless seacrab! I should sack
you!”Translation: Bluster. “Seacrab” and “damn” were as close as Mommee ever came to
cussing. History would show Mommee sacked Bolabo every month and always rehired him
when he came back and “held her foot.”Bolabo: “I hold your foot, Ma.”Translation: An
exclamation point that punctuates this heartfelt entreaty. When begging a Liberian’s pardon, you
can’t get much lower than telling them you hold their foot.This went on for about fifteen minutes,
until Mommee slammed the door in disgust. Bolabo was extra vigilant for the next few days,
making a big show of closing his bedroom door in the boys’ house during the day so we would
know that he was getting his rest for the night ahead. Then, at around six p.m., he came outside
with his nightstick and strutted around the yard, inspecting the coconut trees that surrounded the
estate, presumably for signs of imminent attack. He peered down the water well near the fence,
as if rogues were treading water thirty feet down, waiting for the family to go to sleep before jet-
propelling themselves out like Superman.Bolabo settled into his chair by the laundry room, then
jumped up self-importantly when a car drove into the yard, as if the rogues might just drive up at



seven p.m. for supper. Invariably, he was asleep before my bedtime at eight p.m.I, on the other
hand, was not.Who could fall asleep way out in the bush like that? I went to bed at night wishing
we were back at our old house in Congo Town.Liberia is nowhere near the Congo River, but the
term Congo is endemic. We are called the Congo people—my family and the rest of the
descendants of the freed American slaves who founded Liberia in 1822. It is a somewhat
derogatory term invented by the native Liberians back in the early nineteenth century, after
Britain abolished slave trade on the high seas. British patrols seized slave ships leaving the West
African coast for America and returned those captured to Liberia and Sierra Leone, whether they
came from there or not. Since many of the slave ships entered the Atlantic from the mouth of the
massive Congo River, the native Liberians, many of whom happily engaged in the slave trade
and didn’t like this new business of freeing the slaves and dumping them in Liberia, called the
newcomers Congo People. Because the newly freed captives were released in Liberia at the
same time that the freed blacks arrived in Liberia from America, all newcomers became known
as Congo People. Monrovia is full of Congo this and Congo that. Congo Town, where our old
house was, is a suburb of Monrovia. It was filled with Congo People like us.We got the native
Liberians back by calling them Country People, far more derogatory, in our eyes.Daddy moved
us to Sugar Beach because he thought the old house in Congo Town was too small. It only had
three bedrooms, three bathrooms, a TV lounge, a living room, a den, an office, a kitchen, a
palaver hut outside, and a huge lawn, where I learned critical social skills from Tello, my favorite
cousin and role-model supreme.“Jus’ kick your foot de same time you jumping!” Tello, short for
Ethello, yelled at me one Sunday afternoon on the Congo Town lawn. It was a typically heavy,
soupy day, and my ponytail, drenched in sweat, glued itself to the back of my neck. Next door,
the Baptist church people, who spent hours in that church singing their holy ghost songs, had
quieted down—it was time for their midafternoon snack of check-rice with crawfish gravy. The
sharp, intense smell of the fish gravy wafted to our yard from the back of the church, making my
stomach rumble with hunger.Tello was teaching me how to play knock-foot, a girls’ game where
players hop on one foot and kick toward their opponents with the other foot. Knock-foot involved
intricate maneuvers that need rhythm and balance. The Country People had thought it up. Knock-
foot is sort of like rock, paper, scissors with feet. A good knock-foot session between two girls
who know what they’re doing looks like dancing, with each girl bobbing, kicking, and clapping to
a precise beat.There were many variations of knock-foot; one, called Kor, required such
precision I knew I’d never be able to do it. All I wanted was to be able to do basic knock-foot.
Hop, hop, kick. Clap, hop, kick. Except the clap was on a half beat and the kick was on a half
beat.Beads of sweat collected on my forehead as I tried again. Hop, hop, kick. “Not like that!”
instructed Tello. She was four months older than me and very sure of matters of correctness.
“You kicking before you jumping!”“Aye, I tryin,” I whined.Hop, hop, kick. I raised my foot slightly
higher, and when I kicked, got her full in the knee, good and hard. She stomped the grass, then
turned around, and, with a sucking of her teeth—that social skill I had mastered at last—walked
back to the house. I chased after her.My escort into high society was mad at me. “Tello!” I said,



trailing her into the house. “Na mind.”She forgave me when we entered the living room and we
automatically headed for the black leather couch to pretend to be our mothers.“I say, it’s too hard
to find good help these days,” Tello said, crossing her legs as she sat on the couch with her doll
propped in her lap. “I told Gladys to make up the bed, and you know wha’ she did? Cleaned the
cupboard instead!”I sighed, in what I hoped was a long-suffering way. “Ma people, I got’ de same
problem m’self, I tell you,” I replied, flicking some imaginary dust off my pants. “I asked Old Man
Charlie to cook palm butter and he cooked cassava leaf!”I loved the Congo Town house. It was
close to town and Tello visited all the time. There was always stuff to do and people to see, even
if it was just picking fights with the Baptist people next door.But Daddy said we were crowded
there. I shared a bedroom with my little sister, Marlene, and Marlene’s nurse, Martha, a tall Kru
woman. There were way too many people in my bedroom at night. “Don’t worry,” Daddy said.
“When we build the house at Sugar Beach, you’re going to have your own room.”My own room!
Wouldn’t that show the world how grown I was!“What color do you want it?” Mommee asked me
before we left Congo Town.I thought for days and days before finally deciding. “I wan ma room
be pink.”And so, bought off with the false notion that I actually wanted my own room, I followed
my family to Sugar Beach and our grand new home.This was our house at Sugar Beach: a
futuristic, three-level verandahed 1970s-era behemoth with a mammoth glass dome on top,
visible as soon as you turned onto the dirt road junction a mile away. The house revealed itself
slowly, like a coquettish Parisian dancer from the 1920s. Emerging from the road’s first major
pothole—big enough to swallow a small European car—your reward was a glimpse of the
house’s sloping roof and glass dome, shining in the equatorial sun. Rounding the bend between
the dense bush of plum trees and vines, you next got a glimpse of the house’s eastern
wraparound second-floor porches, painted creamy butter, with a roasted red pepper trim hand-
selected for tropical contrast. Driving by the two huts that formed the outermost edge of the
nearby Bassa village of Bubba Town, you then caught another tease: the sliding glass doors that
formed the perimeter of the second-floor living room.But nothing could prepare you for the final
disrobing as you crested the hill that opened up to the panoramic view of the house, back-lit by
the thunderous waves and pounding surf from the Atlantic as far as the eye could see. Shangri-
la, Camelot, the Garden of Eden—the Cooper family’s perfect and perfectly grand paradise,
where John and Calista Cooper could raise their perfect family, cosseted by well-paid servants,
and protected from the ravages of West African squalor and poverty by central air-conditioning,
strategically placed coconut trees, and a private water well.The upper level had five bedrooms
and three bathrooms and a TV lounge and an indoor balcony that looked down onto the
children’s toy room on the first floor. The middle level had an enormous kitchen with adjoining
dining room, the two separated by double swing doors. There was a music room with a rock wall
on one side, housing a baby grand piano that overlooked the ocean. There was the sunken living
room with its rich velvet couches the color of cognac and its wraparound glass doors, from
which you could view the ocean to the south and the bush to the north.The lower level had two
bedrooms and three bathrooms and a huge recreation room with a full bar. There was a



playroom and a toy room and my father’s office. And there was a nook under the stairs for storing
our plastic Christmas tree.With the exception of the bedrooms, all of which had wall-to-wall
carpet, all floors were marble. A nine-foot-tall grandfather clock stood in an atrium halfway down
the marble staircase separating the middle level from the lower level.The five-acre grounds had
a lush green carpet grass ringed by hibiscus and bougainvillea plants, and coconut trees. The
two-car garage housed the favorites of the moment; the older cars and Daddy’s pickup truck
were relegated to a parking area by the boys’ house.In moving to Sugar Beach, eleven miles out
of Monrovia, we were supposed to be suburban pioneers. If the world had worked out the way it
was supposed to, Monrovia would have followed us out there, as housing developments,
businesses, cafes, and restaurants overran the city and pushed its boundaries farther east from
Providence Island, where the first Congo People—the freed black Americans—built their houses
and established their capital city. My parents, especially Mommee, had both grown up in houses
in what was now the heart of inner-city Monrovia. Mama Grand, Mommee’s mother, still lived
“across the bridge” on Bushrod Island, an area near the port that was now completely overtaken
by shops and business.By contrast, Sugar Beach was in the bush on the edge of the sea. Our
closest neighbors who weren’t Country People were the people at the mental hospital Catherine
Mills, about five miles away. There were plenty of Country People living in Bubba Town and other
Country villages nearby. Uncle Julius, Daddy’s brother, built his house right next to ours at Sugar
Beach, so we at least had our cousins—Ericka, Jeanine, and Juju—next door. Together, the two
houses made up the Cooper Compound.Our house at Sugar Beach was a source of pride and
of pain. It was a testament to the stature of my family in a country where stature mattered,
sometimes above all else. Liberian society rivaled Victorian England when it came to matters of
social correctness. In Liberia, we cared far more about how we looked outside than about who
we were inside. It was crucial to be an Honorable. Being an “Honorable”—mostly Congo People,
though a smattering of Country People were sometimes pronounced educated enough to get
the title—meant you were deemed eligible to hold important government posts. You could have a
Ph.D. from Harvard but if you were a Country man with a tribal affiliation you were still outranked
in Liberian society by an Honorable with a two-bit degree from some community college in
Memphis, Tennessee. Daddy was an Honorable with a proper college bachelor of science, but
being Hon. John L. Cooper Jr. was a hell of a lot more important than whatever degree he got in
America.But the Cooper Compound was far from Monrovia. It didn’t take more than two days out
there for me to realize that I’d been had. Eleven miles is a continent when you are seven years
old and all of your friends live in town and rogues and heartmen rule the nighttime. Radio
Cooper, my grandfather, wired Liberia, but his telephone lines didn’t reach Sugar Beach, where
his two sons had decided to build their houses.“How much longer until we get a phone?” I
whined to Daddy on the first day we moved there.“You’re seven years old. Who you plannin to
call?”“Tello ’them.”In Liberian English, saying “’them” after someone’s name is a shortcut for
including a whole group. “Tello ’them” meant “Tello and her sisters.”“Ain’t nothing you and Tello
got to talk ’bout every day. You can talk to her when your Mommee carry you to church Sunday.”I



knew not to argue too much with Daddy. He sat at the top of the Sugar Beach hierarchy, with
Mommee. Together, John Lewis Cooper Jr. and Calista Esmeralda Dennis Cooper, represented
three Liberian dynasties: the Coopers, the Dennises, and the Johnsons.Hon. John L. Cooper’s
ancestors dated back to one of the first ships of freed blacks that immigrated to Liberia from
America in the early 1800s.Mommee’s ancestor, on the other hand, was on the first ship. If Elijah
Johnson hadn’t existed, Liberia might not exist. He and sixty-five others survived the trip to
Africa back in 1820. The three white men sent along with the group, along with twenty other
blacks, all died within weeks of landing in West Africa. Elijah Johnson lived, and ostensibly
founded Monrovia after disease ravaged the group of freemen settlers.When native Liberians
attacked the newcomers, Elijah Johnson led the fight back. A British gunboat came ashore and
its commander offered to send help if Elijah Johnson would cede to the British flag. “We want no
flagstaff put up here that will cost more to get it down again than it will to whip the natives,” Elijah
Johnson said, in a phrase we memorized in school.Elijah Johnson’s son, Hillary Johnson,
became Liberia’s sixth president. His great-great-grandson, my great-uncle Gabriel Dennis, was
secretary of state and secretary of treasury. Cecil Dennis, the minister of foreign affairs, was my
cousin, although we called him Uncle Cecil.Mommee took great pride in the fact that, as one of
the heirs to Elijah Johnson, she received a $25 check from the government every once in a
while. It was his pension, divided up among his descendants. Sometimes jealous people—
Country and Congo—complained about why a poor third-world country was still doling out
money to Elijah Johnson’s heirs more than a century after he died. To which Mommee replied,
“Excuse me, there wouldn’t be a country if it weren’t for Elijah Johnson.”Daddy had clout, but
Mommee ruled Sugar Beach. She was tall and thin and light-skinned, and had the ultimate
symbol of beauty in Liberia: long, silky, soft, white people’s hair. She had long legs and a long
neck and she never went out without her Christian Dior sunglasses propped on her nose. She
had the first Lincoln Continental Mark IV ever to show up in Liberia. She could order Old Man
Charlie, one of our cooks, to make sure he put enough raisins in the cinnamon rolls one minute,
and then turn around the next minute and give $100 to the market women who came to the
house to beg for school tuition for the children.Daddy’s side of the family, the Coopers, made
their mark in business. The four brothers arrived from Virginia as freemen in 1829—newbies by
Mommee’s standards. They bought up land left and right and quickly became one of the most
powerful and wealthy families in Liberia. My great-great-great-granduncle, Reid Cooper, became
a Liberian navy commodore who helped to fight the Country People and rescued one batch of
early settlers up in Maryland County from a group of angry native Liberians. Radio Cooper, my
grandfather, was chief of the Liberian Telephone Exchange. My uncle Julius was minister of
Action for Development and Progress. My father was deputy postmaster general.There is a
photo of the cabinet of former Liberian president William V. S. Tubman, taken just after his
inauguration in 1944. My great-uncle, Gabriel Dennis, secretary of state (Mommee’s side),
stands next to my grandfather, Radio Cooper. I see my mother’s, and my own, flat mouth in my
uncle Gabriel. I see my father’s, and my own, deep-set eyes in my grandfather Radio



Cooper.Their pedigrees matched on paper, but in reality, Mommee and Daddy were from
different planets. Daddy took nothing seriously. He drank like a true Cooper—beer with raw eggs
for breakfast, gin for lunch, whiskey for supper; Mommee thought a sip of brandy was deliciously
naughty. Mommee went to church religiously; Daddy treated church like it had a black snake
inside. Mommee was hypersensitive and quick to take offense: her college epitath was “Calista
Dennis, Lah to us; Nice and friendly, willing to fuss.” Daddy was an incorrigible jokester who
prized his wit and whose favorite brag was: “I lost a million dollars by the time I was thirty.”Daddy
was light-skinned, too, with those big round fat Cooper cheeks. He had a beard and a goatee
mustache and deep-set eyes. Mommee called him a shorty, because they were the exact same
height and he was always trying to stop her from wearing high-heeled shoes when they went out
together.After Mommee and Daddy in the family totem pole, at least as far as I was concerned,
came me. “Helene, the great,” I called myself. “The Joy of my Heart,” Mommee called me. “Hard-
time Biscuit,” my brother, John Bull (same Pa) said. “Cracky Cooper,” my cousins said.I was
darker than Mommee and Daddy but still light-skinned by Liberian standards. I weighed eleven
pounds thirteen ounces when I was delivered by cesarean on April 22, 1966, at Cooper Clinic in
Monrovia. When the doctor whacked me to check out my lungs, I growled like Barry White.
Mommee, who only weighed 118 pounds at the time, was too tired to get a good look at me after
the operation. “Is it okay?” she said, then fell asleep. When she woke up, the nurse said: “Are you
ready to see your monster?”I was living proof that Mommee could conceive. She was thirty-two
when she had me, a full two years after she and Daddy got married. That’s old age in West
Africa, where girls are married off as soon as they come back from the Grebo bush. We were
civilized Congo People with American roots, so nobody was sending Mommee off to the Grebo
bush when she was fourteen to get circumcised and to learn how to be one of umpteen wives to
some husband. But even in civilized Congo Liberian society, thirty-two was old to be having your
first child.She swaddled me in wool before taking me home, bundled warmly to protect my
mocha-latte infant skin from the African sun. And the mosquitoes. “You are the joy of my heart,”
she told me, again and again. No question about it. I was special. Nobody was more special than
me.But I came out with Mommee’s flat Dennis mouth. That’s what we called white people’s lips:
“flat mouths.” African lips are full and juicy. Daddy had full juicy African lips. His lips wrapped
around a forkful of palm butter and rice, and he chewed, and his lips moved up and down, with
moist palm oil oozing out before he licked it back in with his tongue. I loved watching him eat. It
made me hungry. Nobody would watch me eat like that, because I had a flat mouth.Five years
after me came Marlene. Marlene and I are same Ma, same Pa, a critical distinction in a country
where men routinely father children by multiple women. If a Liberian asks about your relationship
to a sibling, you can always just answer “same Pa” meaning “we have the same father, not the
same mother” or “same Ma.”“Same Ma, same Pa” implies you share the same blood from both
parents.Marlene was a chubby, white, green-eyed, silky soft hair, Chinese-looking Buddha-baby.
We were all lined up in the upstairs TV lounge at the Old House in Congo Town on the day she
was born, waiting to hear whether Mommee had had a baby girl or boy. Daddy came trooping up



the steps. I held my breath. I didn’t know what I wanted, a boy or girl? I already had two sisters
through Daddy’s first marriage—Janice and Ora—and one brother, John Bull.Daddy looked at
us and grinned. The suspense was too much and Janice finally yelled. “What Aunt Lah got?”
Daddy looked at me. “Your Mommee had a baby girl.”We erupted into whoops and cheers and
took off out of the house and down the street, chanting: “Baby girl again! Baby girl again!” The
original baby girl was me, but now there was another one, who would always be the babiest
baby girl. The people who lived near our house in Congo Town came out into the streets. Some
of them danced with us and some just stood on the side of the road observing our antics. “You
see how these Cooper people crazy?” one woman said.Daddy took us to Cooper Clinic to see
Marlene the day after she was born. “Wha’ she look like?” I asked him excitedly, as we marched
up the steps to the second-floor maternity ward.“Like a Cooper,” he said. Translation: fat and
white.Marlene could easily be taken for white if it wasn’t for her African features. She had a big
wide African nose and Daddy’s lips. Those fun-to-watch-eat-palm-butter lips.She was always
hungry. Marlene ate things that I wouldn’t consider putting in my mouth, like kernels from the
palm trees, which she dug out of the yard. She had two nicknames, both given to her by the
servants at Sugar Beach: one was “PlurTorTor,” which meant pepperbird, and the other was
“Mrs. Palm Kernel,” except in Liberian English we don’t say “palm kernel” we say “pam-kana.”I
didn’t immediately adjust well to being usurped as the reigning baby girl. One time Daddy caught
me standing over her crib pinching her fat butt. I got spanked, and was banished from my
parents’ room, where Marlene was sleeping.Fortunately, there were other distractions at Sugar
Beach.Janice (same Pa) was Daddy’s oldest daughter, five years older than me, from his first
marriage. She was the shortest one in the family, with a smile that always somehow looked
fake.Janice could sit for hours on the floor cross-legged, each leg on top of the opposing knee
like some kind of deranged yoga instructor. Then she smiled that fake smile at you and you knew
that whatever had been going on in her head was a matter best left alone.She spoke with a
British accent because she went to boarding school in England: the Queen’s Park School for
girls in Oswestry, Shropshire. She was geeky before she went to boarding school, but once she
started going, she became a “been-to.”A “been-to” in Liberia meant you’d been to America or
Europe. Going to visit for a month or so didn’t count; you had to have lived there. When longing
to be a “been-to,” I never really considered the part about actually living away from home. It was
always much more about arriving back in Liberia, to great fanfare, after an extended stay
“abroad.” In my fantasy, I looked fresh and hip and American or British as I swept off the plane
after a year living in the States or London. Everyone would greet me at Robertsfield airport like I
was a celebrity, and I would speak with an American accent, just like Janice spoke with a British
accent whenever she came home from boarding school in England.I wrote Janice letters telling
her how boring life was at Sugar Beach, so far from town. She wrote me back that she had a
white girl for a best friend, Jane, and how they ate four times a day in England because of tea.
We only ate three times a day at Sugar Beach. How could anyone eat four times, I thought,
shaking my head in wonder. When Janice came home to Sugar Beach during her summer



vacations, Marlene and I followed her around the yard mimicking her British accent. “Whatever
are you up to!” we said in high-pitched voices. “Bloody hell!”John Bull (same Pa) was Daddy’s
only son, also by his first marriage, and four years older than me. We called him John Bull
because he was thirteen pounds twelve ounces at birth and he ate and ate. His only rival when it
came to eating was Marlene. John Bull’s favorite game was Boofair. If he said “Boofair,” while you
were eating and you didn’t have your fingers crossed then John Bull got your food. John Bull hid
cans of corned beef in his room and at night, Marlene went in and the two of them snacked right
out of the can. Marlene was in love with him and wanted to marry him. She told everyone she
could find that she planned to marry her brother.John Bull was husky and tall and had the
Cooper round cheeks. When he went to boarding school at Ricks Institute up-country, we sent
him care packages: cardboard boxes filled with Spam. Eventually he switched to the St. Patrick’s
all-boys Catholic school in Monrovia. He flirted briefly with teenaged cavorting around, before he
became a born-again Christian at age fifteen and stopped going to movies and dancing parties.
He started hosting Bible study classes in the TV lounge at Sugar Beach. I asked if I could attend
but after a while I got bored and stopped going.Victoria Yvette Nadine Dennis added the
“Nadine” herself because she liked it. Vicky was Mommee’s niece, the daughter of Mommee’s
oldest brother, whom we all called Bro. Henry, short for Brother Henry. You run the two words
together “BrHenry.”Vicky’s mother was a Gio woman named Season, who was Bro. Henry’s
girlfriend while he worked briefly up in Sanniquellie, up-country in Nimba County. He didn’t own
up to Vicky until she was two years old, when his brother, Bro. Gabriel, discovered Season and
Vicky in a shop in Sanniquellie.Vicky had the trademark flat Dennis mouth, which quickly gave
away what Bro. Henry had been up to while in Sanniquellie. Faced with the obvious, Bro. Henry
confessed. The whole extended family trooped up to Sanniquellie to ask Season if they could
raise Vicky and send her to school.Vicky moved to Monrovia to live with my grandmother, Mama
Grand. Soon thereafter, Bro. Henry, still a bachelor, was appointed deputy consul to the Liberian
embassy in Rome. The job came with a nanny, so he took Vicky. When they came back, Vicky
went back to live with Mama Grand—a single man in Liberia couldn’t raise a child. Mommee was
living with Mama Grand at the time, rapidly approaching old maid status at thirty. When
Mommee finally got married to Daddy, she brought with her into her marriage a trousseau, a lot
of land from her father, and seven-year-old Vicky.Vicky was cursed, as far as I was concerned,
because she saw spirits. Late one night at the old house, the first year my parents were married
and before I was born, my father was eating dinner by himself in the dining room downstairs.
Vicky and Mommee were upstairs watching TV.“Who’s that man there?” Vicky, seven years old,
asked my mother.My mother looked at the doorway, where Vicky pointed. No one was
there.Mommee decided not to answer Vicky. But Vicky persisted.“Does he live here?”Mommee
started screaming, jumped from her chair, and raced downstairs yelling: “John! John! The child’s
seeing spirits oh!” Vicky ran behind my mother. Neither of them would go back upstairs until my
father accompanied them, and Vicky spent that night in my parents’ room.Vicky continued spirit-
spotting at Sugar Beach. She saw them playing in my hair. She saw them dancing outside the



dining room. It got to the point that whenever we saw her getting that faraway look, we’d all jump
and run.Vicky often wore her hair in an Afro, and platform shoes and bell-bottom pants. Her skin
was the deep brown color of milk candy after you fry the sweetened condensed milk. Sleeping
was her favorite hobby.And that—Mommee, Daddy, Marlene, Janice, John Bull, Vicky, and I—
made up the family half of the house at Sugar Beach.In Liberia, servants are called “boys.”
Occasionally you might call them “old men,” like with Old Man Charlie, the cook. But most of the
time, they’re called boys, no matter how old they are. At Sugar Beach, all the men who served
our family lived in the boys’ house, about two hundred yards from the main house.Fedeles, the
driver, had the most clout because he drove the cars. Mommee and Daddy could both drive so
Fedeles mostly drove us, the kids. He was from Ghana: tall, thin, and always wearing tight jeans.
He was my first crush; I was fascinated with how he looked in his tight jeans. In Liberia we called
butts “boneyhinds.”Jack was the houseboy, but that was too disrespectful a term for him so he
was just Jack. Handsome and from the Kpelle ethnic group that populated the area around our
family farm, Kakata, he grew up with Daddy and had been with the Cooper family all his life. Jack
always wore skinny black pants that stopped right before they got to his feet, so you could see
his white socks. He looked like Sidney Poitier. He vacationed in Spain with us. Jack nursed me
with bottled milk when I was a baby and cleaned my room and made my bed. He always
reminded me not to give him cheek because he “used to clean my poopoo drawers.” He
organized the household and saw to it that Mommee’s orders were carried out by the other
boys.After Jack came Old Man Charlie and Tommy, our two cooks. Why did we have two cooks?
One came from Daddy’s side of the family (Old Man Charlie) and one came from Mommee’s
side (Tommy). Old Man Charlie also worked for Uncle Julius, next door. But Uncle Julius’s house
was often empty when my cousins, Ericka, Jeanine, and Juju, went and stayed with their mother,
Aunt Millie, since Uncle Julius and Aunt Millie had divorced. So Old Man Charlie would come
and cook for us, which was a good thing, since Tommy, our other cook, who had worked for
Mommee’s family for decades, often disappeared for weeks at a time. Tommy’s disappearances
usually came after paydays. We never knew where he went, and Mommee always vowed not to
let him come back. But eventually, Tommy would come back and “hold” Mommee’s foot, and
he’d be our cook again.Old Man Charlie was grumpy and irascible, and was always throwing
people out of the kitchen. He made the best cinnamon rolls. I was the only person he didn’t kick
out of the kitchen. He let me help him make biscuits, dipping the top of the water glasses in flour
and making the round biscuit-circles.After Old Man Charlie came Sammy Cooper, the yardboy.
Also Kpelle. I liked hanging out with Sammy Cooper because he knew, and told, stories about
Daddy from when Daddy was younger. Old Sammy Cooper, who I always thought was Sammy
Cooper’s father but who was apparently not technically, used to work for my grandparents. He
helped Radio Cooper plant the Cooper family farm up in Kakata, and believed Radio Cooper
should have given the farm to him when Radio Cooper died, instead of leaving it to Daddy
’them.It was the common belief in our household that Old Sammy Cooper, who was Kpelle,
witched Radio Cooper, and that’s why Radio Cooper got sick and died. When we first moved to



Sugar Beach, Old Sammy Cooper brought a chicken to the house, and asked Mommee if he
could sacrifice it and bury it in the yard so that we’d have good luck at the new house. Mommee
didn’t trust him but was too afraid to antagonize him so she let him do it, but then spent the next
seven years trying to figure out where the chicken was buried so she could have it dug
up.Galway, the washman, was Bassa, and had his own room in the Sugar Beach house, next to
the laundry room, where he slept away from the boys’ house. Galway couldn’t see out of one
eye. He was also a grump.And after Galway came Bolabo, the watchman. Bassa. Asleep by
eight p.m.Unlike me. I had demons to wrestle with.The first night at Sugar Beach, I eagerly
reported to my bed at seven forty-five, a full and shocking fifteen minutes before my scheduled
bedtime. I couldn’t wait. It was going to be so great, sleeping in my own room, all by
myself.Mommee went in with me and closed the curtains. She knelt beside me and we said my
nightly prayers: “Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep, I Pray the Lord My Soul to Keep.”I was antsy to
rush through and finish so I could get into bed. We recited, “If I Should Die Before I Wake, I Pray
the Lord My Soul to Take.”A small shiver of premonition shot through me. If I died, I would be all
by myself in that room. I hadn’t thought about that.I crawled into bed and Mommee leaned over
and kissed me. “Good night, joy of my heart,” she said, and left the room, flipping off the light
behind her.I was immediately engulfed in an impenetrable, malevolent blackness.Vicky’s spirits
were in the room with me. There were three of them, one man and two women. I could feel them;
each was standing in a separate corner of my pink room, looking at me silently. They were trying
to decide what they were going to do to me. I started to shake, and curled tightly in my bed,
putting the blanket over my head. But then I couldn’t breathe. Was that how they were going to
get me, by scaring me into suffocating myself? That’s how I would die before I woke?Slowly, so
the spirits wouldn’t notice, I drew the blanket down and stuck out my nose, ever so carefully.
Cold air-conditioned air filled my nostrils. I could breathe again.But the spirits were still in there,
edging closer to me, especially the two women. I clutched myself tighter and squeezed my eyes
even tighter. If I should die before I wake, I pray the Lord my soul to take.This was not a good
prayer. I was accepting death as a fait accompli, without appealing up high for a different
outcome. Please God don’t let me die before I wake. Please please. I promise to be a good girl.
Please please please. I’nt want die before I wake.I was still praying when I finally fell asleep.
Every night for two weeks, I prayed myself to sleep in sickly fear.In those same two weeks, Sugar
Beach had three nighttime visits from rogues. They took one of Mommee’s favorite paintings, a
pastoral scene of a Kpelle village by the river, with two women washing clothes, their babies on
their back. Mommee had hung that painting up on the wall next to the music room; it was one of
the first things you saw when you walked into the upstairs part of the house. The rogues took it,
along with a giant elephant tusk in the living room.They didn’t pick the place clean, only taking a
couple of things each visit. In the morning, an empty shelf or bare wall taunted us: the rogues
could come in and do whatever they wanted.The night after the rogues’ third visit, I realized that
the rogues were actually heartmen. That’s why they were only taking a couple of things at a time;
they weren’t really coming for ivory and paintings. They wanted me!Heartmen are witch doctors



who kidnap people and cut out their hearts while they’re still alive and use it to make medicine.
Now that I was sleeping in my own room at night, they had the perfect opportunity to come and
get me and cut out my heart and I would die before I woke.They floated into the room that night
as I slept, two of them, their cutlasses strapped to their waists. Long gleaming knives that curved
at the tip, the better to carve out your heart—a paralysis came over me and woke me up. I lay on
my back with my eyes open but I couldn’t move, as the heartmen floated closer.If I should die
before I wake, I pray the Lord my soul to take.They closed in on me, and I tried to scream.
Nothing, no sound. I tried and tried, but no sound came from my locked throat.If I should die
before I wake, I pray the Lord my soul to take.Just as they were about to pounce, a scream burst
out of my throat and I almost fell out of my bed as I ran out the bedroom door as fast as I could,
straight in to Mommee and Daddy’s bed, refusing to leave until morning.The next day, the
Mandingo men came to sell Mommee more ivory, to replenish her reserves, which were being
rapidly depleted by the nightly visits from the rogues.Any private detective worth his two cents
could have immediately figured out that the Mandingo men who sold Mommee the ivory had the
most to gain from the constant burglaries, but Mommee welcomed them in anyway.They came,
in their customary long white flowing robes and their white pointy slippers. Two tall statuesque
haughty men, with skin the color of a Hershey’s chocolate bar. They walked up the dirt road to
Sugar Beach, carrying barley bags, the sharp end of one of the elephant tusks poking out,
gleaming in the sun.Marlene’s dogs, Happy, Blackie, and Christopher, started barking as soon
as the men entered the yard, rousing themselves from their usual slumber under the kitchen
steps and running around the men furiously. They were all mutts, distinguishable by color: Happy
was light brown, Blackie was black, and Christopher was white. Happy, in particular, was yipping
around the Mandingo men’s ankles.But the Mandingo men didn’t even flinch. They walked right
up to the steps and asked for “Ma.”I didn’t understand how they could wear those long robes in
the heat. It was the height of Liberian summer—January—and there wasn’t the slightest breeze,
not even from the ocean right at our backs. I was in shorts and my favorite Wonder Woman T-
shirt, which the men eyed disapprovingly. “How they looking at people so?” I muttered to Old
Man Charlie, standing next to me on the kitchen porch.“That Muslim people, wha’ you expect?”
Old Man Charlie replied, not bothering to whisper.Old Man Charlie eyed the Mandingo men. He
was Kpelle and Kpelle people didn’t really like Mandingos. The Mandingos had been in Liberia
for about as long as anybody else, but somehow Liberians still thought of them as outsiders.
Mandingoes worked hard and saved their money—a definite cause for envy and suspicion.Just
after he became president in 1971, William R. Tolbert, in an attempt to be inclusive, permitted
the Mandingos to celebrate Ramadan at Liberia’s Centennial Pavillion, which set God-fearing
Christian Liberians muttering. It was bad enough the Lebanese people were all flocking to
Liberia to take over the shops and stores, because of the fighting in Beirut, but at least they
weren’t pretending to be Liberian. The Mandingo people, on the other hand, loved reminding
everybody that they had been around since way before us Congo People first began to return
from America on ships.Mommee liked the Mandingo people because her grandmother, Ma



Galley, used to hide them in her basement whenever the police came looking for them to hit
them up for bribes. She liked that they knew where to find good ivory, because she had a house
to decorate.Mommee took the Mandingo men into the living room to inspect their wares. I trailed
behind them, observing as they visibly blanched upon walking into the cool, air-conditioned
house. I sat on the brown velvet love seat in the corner to watch the proceedings.One of the men
had a glass eye. He put one elephant tusk on the glass coffee table and started to describe it to
my mother. “This came from a great African elephant from the Serengeti,” he said. “You see how
it da’ form like this? If you put two of them together, one on each side o’ de’ table, it will be fine,
so.”The whole time he talked, his glass eye kept looking at me. I bolted from the living room and
locked myself in my room.That night there was a thunderstorm, and the electricity went out. The
air conditioner rattled and wheezed and stopped. The porch lights went out. Lightning crackled
through the air, and I quickly took off my gold bracelet so I wouldn’t get struck. I burrowed as
deep as I could under the covers, but I was still scared. I knew this was all the doing of the
Mandingo man with the glass eye, who was clearly in cahoots with the rogues, who themselves
were actually heartmen. And they were angry that I had gotten away from them the night before,
but they would be back, I knew.I just knew the elephant tusk was witched. I was whimpering
under the covers when the door opened and Mommee came in with a candle. She already had a
crying Marlene in tow. She looked at me and shook her head, and before she could motion
toward her bedroom, I was out the door and climbing into bed with Daddy.The next morning we
had a family meeting. We always had family meetings in the living room, because it was more
formal. I tried to sit in “my” corner by the sliding doors—the same spot I used the day before to
watch the Mandingo men—but Daddy just eyed me and pointed to the love seat.“She’s too
scared to sleep by herself,” Mommee began. This was technically true but not something I, at the
age of seven, wanted discussed so brazenly by the whole family.“No I’m not!” I said, hotly.“You’re
too old to be sleeping with us,” Daddy said, Marlene on his lap sucking her pacifier.That was it. I
felt my ears get hot with embarrassment and I stomped out of the room—though I stopped in the
kitchen to eavesdrop on Mommee and Daddy. I couldn’t hear all they said because Old Man
Charlie was singing “Old Yellow Woman” in the kitchen.“Old, yellow woman… you want make
trouble for me… every day you come to my house… I don’t want trouble, no… you are
somebody’s wife… go away, yellow woman…”It was Old Man Charlie’s fault I didn’t hear
Mommee and Daddy making their decision. I didn’t know it at the time, but the house at Sugar
Beach was about to get one more resident.2Crossing the AtlanticThe ElizabethNEW YORK,
1820Today while we were up on deck John Fisher whipped his wife. I think that this is a dull lamp
for us to carry into a dark land, but I have not lost confidence in my God.—Elijah Johnson,
writing in his journal, aboard the ship Elizabeth, February 1820About 150 years before Eunice
came to Sugar Beach, two men set in motion the series of events that would lead to the day that
I, a privileged almost-eight-year-old Congo girl, acquired my new sister, Eunice, a not-so-
privileged eleven-year-old Bassa girl.The chain started by those two men would eventually
separate me from most black people in America, at the same time separating me from most



black people in Africa. Their names were Elijah Johnson and Randolph Cooper. They were my
great-great-great-great-grandfathers. At the turn of the nineteenth century in pre–Civil War
America, they both belonged to that nebulous class of freed-blacks-once-removed from
southern plantations.When presented the choice between America and Africa, they chose
Africa. Because of that choice, I would not grow up, 150 years later, as an American black girl,
weighed down by racial stereotypes about welfare queens. Nor would I have to deal with the
burdens of a sub-Saharan African girl, with a life expectancy of about 40 years, yanked out of
school at the age of eleven so I could fetch water and cook over a coal pot and bear babies
barely younger than myself.Instead, those two men handed down to me a one-in-a-million lottery
ticket: birth into what passed for the landed gentry upper class of Africa’s first independent
country, Liberia. None of that American post–civil war/civil rights movement baggage to bog me
down with any inferiority complex about whether I was as good as white people. No European
garbage to have me wondering whether some British colonial master was somehow better than
me. Who needs to struggle for equality? Let everybody else try to be equal to me.Elijah Johnson
was born free in New York in 1787; Randolph Cooper in Norfolk, Virginia, in 1796.Elijah
Johnson’s parents are believed to have been mulattos who had been freed from plantations
because they were half-white, which was the case with many people in the growing class of
freed blacks in America at the time. Many of them were light-skinned; some could even pass for
white. Southern plantation slave-owners impregnated their female slaves, and, either out of guilt
or some misbegotten sense of paternity, freed the kids, most likely to get them off the plantation
and out of the visual range of the missus.Elijah Johnson could read and write. When he was
twenty-four, he joined the American Army, and fought against the British in the War of 1812 as
part of a regiment of colored and black soldiers. After the war, he married a former slave from
Maryland named Mary.Not as much is known about the parents of Randolph Cooper and his
four brothers, three of whom joined him in abandoning pre–Civil War America for Liberia. No one
has managed to track down the man who fathered the five Cooper brothers. Many questions
remain unanswered, like how they came to be freeborn to the same mother in Virginia at the turn
of the century.Elijah Johnson and Randolph Cooper, confronted with the same choice—Africa or
America—made the same decision.Elijah Johnson went first.Elijah Johnson was on Liberia’s
version of the Mayflower—the very first ship of freed blacks to sail from New York Harbor, in
1820. After years of debating the back-to-Africa movement—the notion was that you couldn’t
have both freed blacks and enslaved blacks living in the same country, so the best fix was to
send the freed blacks back to Africa—America’s ruling white men were finally ready to launch
their experiment. They designated and funded the American Colonization Society to send black
Americans to Africa to establish a colony.Since you could only go back to Africa if you were
freed, the majority of people who got on those ships were light-skinned. That’s light-skinned by
African standards, not American ones. The difference is less distinct today, because in the
ensuing years, Africans as a whole have gotten lighter skinned, courtesy of the Europeans who
colonized Africa. There are still plenty of Africans with that gorgeous deep bark look that can



only come from thousands of years of pigment in the equatorial sun. But today, there are
probably just as many Africans who look like Nelson Mandela.
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RYCJ, “A Must.. For the longest I wanted to know what was deal with the TransAtlantic slave
trade. I had my thoughts based on what I was told in elementary school, in addition to what
made 'more' sense to me, however this is the first book I've read where a clear picture of what
happened is explained.In clear, organized, touching and often humorous (in appropriate places)
this story is told in every day language anyone can understand... (i.e., not textbook
style).Helene, the memoirist, was born in the 70's, so be prepared for a current times narrative
weaved together, transitioning between tender memories, historical vignettes and political
narratives. I, myself, didn't miss a word. Helene talks about the good times and bad times, plus
gives an account of how she came to be born and raised in West Africa.Overall, anyone wanting
a straightforward view of the slave trade, and its relationship to Liberia, the British, the United
States and numerous African tribes will treasure this personal account. And anyone looking to
read a story with teeth, will find it hard to put this book down. Highly recommended! This one is a
MUST!”

Nicole, “A wonderfully honest and informative memoir.. An excellent memoir that is not only
personal and deeply moving, but the author also provides significant historical background on
Liberia. The author explores her family's history as it is interwoven directly with the history of the
country and its founding. However, she also recognizes her privilege throughout and the
discrepancy between her reality and that of her "foster sister" Eunice.Her tale is a coming-of-
age, told through her adolescence in Liberia, but then as a young adult in the US coming to
terms with her history and her return to her homeland, both physically and emotionally.A
wonderfully honest and informative memoir.”

W F, “" and joins the Cooper family as a young girl when her mother gives her up in hopes she
will find a better life. Living under th. This is a fascinating memoir by Helene Cooper, a girl born in
Liberia, who escapes her homeland to come to the United States as a young teenage. Helene's
family are called "Congo People," the privileged descendants of freed American slaves, who
founded Liberia in 1822. Her adopted sister, Eunice, is native, or "Country People," and joins the
Cooper family as a young girl when her mother gives her up in hopes she will find a better life.
Living under the same roof, the girls become the closest of friends, like ordinary pre-teens...
before the government upheaval occurs.Cooper not only tells stories of her youth, but explains
the history of her home, especially the politics that surrounded her childhood. She divides the
book into two parts, Liberia and America. In Liberia, she lives with her family in a 22-room
mansion on Sugar Beach, goes to a private school and knows many men in her family who hold
high positions in the government. After the coup in 1980, she arrives in Knoxville, Tennessee,
with her mother and younger sister. Later, she moves to Greensville, North Carolina, and lives
with her father. When she graduates from high school, she enters journalism school at Chapel



Hill. I won't go into too many details, because I don't want to ruin the story for those who want to
read the book.One thing I kept wondered about was how Helene was going to follow her dreams
and be a foreign correspondent, with all the legal implications of being a Liberian resident. She
doesn't go into too much detail about the trials of citizenship, but does tells a story about
becoming an U.S. citizen on May 13, 1997.When I started the book, I had a hard time reading
her "Liberian English" and thought it was unnecessary. Halfway through, though, the rhythm of
the Liberian voices grew easier to understand, and by the end of the book, I understood her
reasoning behind the language she used. What a wonderful story - I highly recommend it!To
learn more about Helene Cooper, listen to an interview she did with Tavis Smiley on Sept. 24,
2008.”

Paul Faraway, “Is well worth reading The House at Sugar Beach.. The House at Sugar Beach is
an autobiographical novel (it may also be considered quite simply a novel) written by the
journalist and diplomatic correspondent of the New York Times, Helene Cooper. Cooper is a
woman of Liberian origin who, over time, acquired American citizenship.In the novel, Cooper
recounts her childhood and adolescence whilst she provides us with a historical account of the
birth of Liberia, which takes place upon the arrival of freed slaves, of African origin, from North
America, known in Liberia as “Congos“. Family plays a central role in Helene’s life. Helene is fruit
of a marriage between two Congo families: the Dennises and the Coopers. It is her father’s
second marriage. The children of his first relationship also live at Sugar Beach.I enjoyed The
House at Sugar Beach. It may be that I’m particularly fond of it because it was the first book I
read written by an “African woman”.Indeed, after reading the novel, I realized that up until then,
both while reading and writing, I had always had a white audience on my mind. It wasn’t until I
read The Sound and the Fury, that I realised that the protagonists of a work, didn’t necessarily
have to be white.On the other hand, as I have been saying, The House at Sugar Beach, helps us
to understand Liberian history much better, leading to a better understanding of how a Liberian,
an African, thinks. Also, it proves that Liberia’s history is very cruel. Clearly, the Congos (with the
US turning a blind eye) created a failed state designed solely to further their interests, creating
millions of ‘citizens’ without any education, future nor soul. Indeed a failed state that was also
born through corruption and betrayal (the bribery (extortion?) of King Peter), an inherent practice
since then in Liberia which explains a lot about how things are done in this country.It must also
be said that the novel depicts life in Liberia from a bourgeois perspective, as that was Helene’s
life, without there being many references, therefore, from the point of view of the middle or lower
class. On the other hand, this is a story written in the first person where the aim is finding
oneself: Helene needs to return to Liberia to find herself, an impulse that many readers can
identify with.From a technical and structural point of view, Cooper combines the story of her life
with the history of Liberia, which seems like a good idea to me. Therefore readers, on the one
hand, do not get bored (as it jumps from one story to another) and on the other, it also helps
them understand the context better. In turn, the scenes portraying childhood, youth or any other



aspect, are very well chosen and are always exposed in a fresh, flowing and dynamic style, not
without occasional humour.As for the “surprises”, something that struck me about this book (a
classic among the expat community in Liberia) was the fact that malaria, a typical “paranoia of
the Whites” is barely mentioned. I was also surprised by the importance of tribes such as the
Deys or Condoes in the birth of Liberia, as they are tribes, which we hear very little about
nowadays.Regarding the novel’s aspects that I didn’t really fully enjoy, I must say that perhaps
the narrative begins with the wrong phrase when it says that, “this story is about rogues.” It
appears that Cooper proposes a path that is then not consistently followed. Furthermore, the
novel is certainly interesting, but curiously when it becomes more cosmopolitan (Helene’s trips
around the world) it becomes less appealing because the novel soon becomes dispersed and
suffers a certain loss of focus that confuses a reader who was already really into
Liberia.Moreover, I appreciate Helene Cooper’s honesty when she really speaks her mind (she
even says that her family may have been involved in “dodgy” businesses) and when she
recognizes that she received help in writing the book. All writers who publish in big publishers
receive this help but only very few recognize this. What would many novels be like without the
help of the publisher?On another level, whilst I was reading the novel it often reminded me of
The Shadow of the Sun, the work on the African continent written by Kapuscinsky. I often
thought that the great Polish reporter had, not only exaggerated his vision of Liberia, but had
also introduced inaccurate information. For example, in The Shadow of the Sun it is said that
Doe and his men gained power by chance after having been to the Executive Mansion to collect
their wages and suddenly noticing Tolbert’s defencelessness. This goes against The House at
Sugar Beach version where the coup sergeant and his men’s intentions were clear right from the
start. Also, the conquest of Liberia was not as easy or as quick as it appears when reading The
Shadow of the Sun, it was in fact, a long and hard struggle. In defence of Kapuscinsky, I must
say that we cannot compare the access of information that the Polish reporter had at the time,
with what we have now. In any case, t’s well worth re-reading the Liberian part of The Shadow of
the Sun and draw new conclusions.In short, it is well worth reading The House at Sugar Beach.”

Andrew Kluth, “An excellent read, particularly for anybody thinking of working in Liberia or trying
to understand the country a little better.. I've lived in Liberia for most of the last year and found
this to be a wonderful introduction to the history of the country. Culturally, Liberia is so
completely different from anywhere else I have experienced, and I shall be making sense of it for
years to come. This book has helped to short cut some of the head scratching moments as I ask
myself 'why do they do/ say/ write that?'The book starts in a very simple, almost childish tone as
Ms Cooper begins the story, but her style changes as the hard reality of the political turmoil
leads into the war and the effect that this has on Ms Cooper as a child, her family and her (often
very prominent) relatives. Like much of life in Liberia, not all of these interwoven stories have a
happy ending. Ms Cooper tells these stories with a clarity and sensitivity that allows the reader to
appreciate the events without ever feeling that she is allowing her narrative to be dominated by



pathos.”

Jan V. H. Luthman, “A personal account of happy days and very difficult times. We lived in Liberia
throughout the 1970's (our older daughter was in the same year at school as Helene), and this
book brought back many, many memories. I was amazed at how calmly Helene could write
about terrible events, and at her lack of bitterness - indeed, her understanding and compassion -
towards those who murdered members of her family and tore apart a way of life. Many
foreigners have found it easy to be rude about Liberia but, for Helene (and our children) it was
home, and she clearly loves her home country and its people. I'm not sure how much Helene's
book would mean to anyone who has not been to, or lived in Liberia, but we and friends from
those far-off days loved it.”

jcar5, “EXCELLENT READ. This turned out to be one of the most absorbing (and enjoyable)
books I have ever read. Helene Cooper's story is one that just had to be told and is told in a
clear, concise, amusing, sad and factual way that is most absorbing. Sad in many ways but eye
opening to those not aware of the details of Liberian history. Helene is marvellous and brave. Her
personailty shines through the pages. A must read.”

Wellingtonatic, “A recommended author. Interesting resume but a gift so have notnread.
Recommended to me.”

Jan McArthur, “Five Stars. wonderful, insightful, best way to really understand the strange
history of this paradoxical republic”

The book by Helene Cooper has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 446 people have provided feedback.
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